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DARWINISM IN FORESTRY 

RAPHAEL ZON 
U. S. FOREST SERVICE 

THE centennial anniversary of the birth of Chlarles 
Darwin was the occasion for many interesting reviews of 
what Darwinismi has done for the biological sciences. In 
all these reviews, liowever, scarcely any ref erence is made 
to forestry. Yet historically and inherently there is a 
most remarkable ancl unique connection between Darwin- 
ism and forestry. 

On April 10, 1860, sooII after the appearance of the first 
edition of the "Origin of Species," Darwin wrote to his 
friend C. Lyell: 

Now for a curious thilio( about 111Y book, Ca1d then I have done. In 
last Saturday's Gcurdeneis' C(h.rov icle, a 'Mr. Patrick 'Mattlhew publishes 
a. long, extract from his work ol " Naval Timber and Arboriculture," 
published in 1S31, iii -which lie briefly but completely anticipates the 

theory of Natural Selection. I lhave ordered the book, as solime few 
passages are rather obscure, but it is certainly, I thiink, a complete but 
not developed anticipation! One may be excused in llot hlaviniig dis- 
covered the fact in a work oil Nav=al Timber.1- 

And three davs later, on April 13, 1860, lie wrote to J. 
D. Hooker.2 

Jiy dear Hookser -Questionis of priority so often lead to odious 
quarrels, that I should esteem it a great favor if you would read the 
enclosed. If voui thiink it proper that I should send it (and of this 
there caii hardly be allny question), and if you think it full and ample 
enough, please alter the (late to the day onl which you post it, and let 
that be soon. The case in the Gardeners' Clhr)ovaicle seems a little 
stronger than ii Mr1r. M\atthew\7's book, for the passages are therein 
scattered in three places; but it would be miere hair-splitting to notice 
that. If you object to mny letter, please return it; but I (1o not expect 
that you will, but. I thought that you would not object to run your eye 
over it. 

' ' The Life and Letters of Charles DarlAin, i " 1)hy F. Darwvin, 1898, New 
York, Appleton & Co. 1). 95. 

2Ibid., pp. 95) and 96. 
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The statement to which Darwin referred in his letter 
to Hooker apl)eared in the Gardeiters' Chronicle on April 
91, 1860 (page 362), and is this: 

I have been mnuch interested by Mr. Patrick 'Mattlhew's communica- 
tion in the number of your paper dlated April 'Tth. I freely acknowcl- 
edge that MrD. Jlatthe;wc has anticipated by many years the explanation 
which I 7hare offered of the origin of species, under the namne of natural 
selection. I think that 11o one will feel surprised that neither I, nor 
apparently any other naturalist 7had hea) c of Mr. Mucatthewn's views, 
considering how briefly they are given, and that they appeared ill the 
a1,ppencix to a work on NAa'aal Timber and Arboriciulture. I can do 11o 
more than offer myv apologies to Mr. Mattlhew for lmly entire ignorance 
of this publications. If another edition of my work is called for, I will 
insert to tlhe foregoing effect.3 

In the Historical Sketch4 which lhe added to 'the later 
editions of his )oo0k Darwin gives Matthew credit for the 
Nature's law of selection in the following words: 

In 1831 Mr. Patrick Matthew published his work ol " Naval Timber 
aid Arboriculture," in which lie gives precisely the same view onl the 
origin of species as tiiat (presently to be alluded to) propounded by 
AMr. Wallace and myvself ill the Linnean Journal, and as that enlar-ed 
ill the present volume. Unfortunately, the view was givell by Mr. 
MattlhewNi veryl briefly in scattered passages iii an Appendix to a worlk 
o01 a different subject, so that it remiiaiiiecl unnoticed iiiitil Mr. Mattlhe-w 
himself drew attention to it ill tile Garcdeners' Chlronlicle, o01 April th., 
1860. The differences of Mr. Mnatthew'vs view- from mine are not of 
miuch importance: lie seems to considers that the world was iiearly 

depopulated at successive periods, and then re-stocked; and lie gives as 
all alternative, that new forms may le generated " without the presence 
of any mould or ogerm of former aggreogates." I am not sure that I 
understand sollme passages; but it seeiiis that lie attributes mnuch in- 
fluence to the direct action of the (conditions of life. He cieaioly sac, 
howcet.er, the full force of the principle of natural selections?.3 

In a letter written by Darwin to J. L. A. cle Qnatref ages 
on April 25, 1861, lie referred to Patrick Matthew's ex- 
planation in a postscript as follows: 

I have lately read -M. Naudin's paper, but it does not seem to mlie to 
anticipate ille, as lie does not show how selection could be applied under 

3 Ibid. 
' ' The Origin of Species, ' 1878, p. xvi-Historical Sketch. 
5 Ibid. 
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nature; but ai obscure \rliter oil forest trees, iii 1830, in Scotland, most 
expressly aiid clearly anticipated mlly views-thougTh lie put the case so 
briefly that 110 single person ever lloticedl the scattered passages ini his 
book. 

Grant Allen in his biography of Darwin (1888) calls 
Patrick Matthew the unconscious author of the principle 
of natural selection which he applied in his book on naval 
timber to the entire Natnre. 

Here then is a most interesting fact which seems to me 
of deep significance to foresters. The first Darwinian, 
who twenty-nine years before Darwin formulated the law 
of natural selection, was a, forester. I shall not attempt 
here to compare Darwin's and Matthew's views on nat- 
ural selection. Matthew's book, the full title of which is 
"Naval Timber and Arboriculture, With Critical Notes 
on Authors Who Have Recently Treated the Subject of 
Planting," is accessible in the Congressional Library. 
The chapter on Nature's Law of Selection I hope can be 
reprinted in the next issue of the Pr}oceedin1,gs of the So- 
ciety of Amwierican Foresters, so tbat every one will be 
able to draw the comparison for himself. 

In bringing together this evidence I am v ery far indeed 
from any desire to detract in the least from the great 
service which Darwin rendered to science. It was Dar- 
win who first gave flesh and blood to the idea of natural 
selection. It was his wonderful interpretation of all bio- 
logical facts in the light of natural selection that nacde the 
latter the universal law applicable to the entire organic 
-world. Before this accomplishment the claims of all 
others must sink into obscurity. 

My purpose in assembling these records is t-wofold: 
First, to restore the memory of one who ploughiecl the 
same fields as we do now, the name of a forester whose 
idea, although it did not perish, slumbered almost un- 
known for nearly thirty years until another and bigger 
uman brought it to life amnd general recognition; and sec- 
ond, to offer an explanation of the reason vwhy a forester 
above all others should be the one to observe and formu- 
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late the law of the struggle for existence as the basis for 
natural selection and the origin of new species. 

My first purpose, I hope, bas been accomplished by 
quoting extracts from Darwin's correspondence. The 
second still remains. 

There is nothing accidental, in my opinion, in the fact 
that a forester should be the first to observe the struggle 
for existence and its bearing upon the development of the 
new varieties, because there is no other plant society in 
the world which presents a more striking example of the 
struggle for existence and of natural selection than the 
forest. Nowhere else, also, can -the law of this process be 
more fully studied. 

The regular decrease in the number of trees oii a given 
area with increase in age forms one of the earliest obser- 
vations of the foresters, who, at a time antedating Dar- 
win, properly gave this process the name of the struggle 
for existence, the struggle for the necessary growing 
space. The foresters haave discovered the laws governing, 
this process, a process in which almost 95 per cent. of all 
trees that start life in the stand perish, and in the form 
of yield tables have expressed it quantitatively, have 
measured and weighed' it. They have shown how this 
struggle for existence varies with the species, climate, 
drainage and soil conditions, and age of the stand; that it 
is more intense, and consequently the differentiation into 
dominant and suppressed classes occurs earlier with 
light-needing species than With shade-enduring ones. Ii 
a climate most suitable to the species and on favorable 
situations this struggle again results in more rapid dif- 
ferentiation into dominant and suppressed trees than 
when the species grow outside of their optimumn range 
and on poor soils. These are elementary and fundamen- 
tal facts known to foresters for many years. 

The foresters have not only observed these facts, but 
they have also furnished an explanation for them. The 
more favorable the conditions of growth, the greater is 
the development of the individual trees; the earlier, 
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therefore, begins the struggle for space and the differen- 
tiation into dominant and suppressed, with the subse- 
quent dying out of the latter. They have followed this 
process throughout the entire life of the stand, have es- 
tablished its various degrees of severity, and have dis- 
covered its culmination during the period of the most 
rapid growth in height. This struggle for space and 
light is the basis of the forester's operations, as only by 
utilizing and controlling it is lie capable of producing 
wood of higoh technical qualities, tall cylindrical boles, 
free of branches, and wood with uniform annual rings 
possessing great elasticity. Without this struggle there 
is no forest, there is no production of valuable timber, 
save firewood. 

The struggle for existence in a forest stand is not con- 
fined to individual members of the same age or the same 
story, but the forest, as a whole, battles for its existence 
against the adjoining meadow, swamp or shrub vegeta- 
tion; the old trees against the young growth that comes 
up under them; groups of trees of different species or of 
different ages against each other. In this struggle the 
forest accomplishes what no other vegetation does; 
namely, it actually changes the climate over the area oc- 
cupied by it, and makes it inhospitable for its enemies. 
The forest creates its own interior environment to which 
its own members are completely- adapted, but in which 
other species fiuid either too much or too little light) the 
humus too scant or too deep, or too acid, the temperature 
too ]igoh or too low. WhatevIer it may be, the forest's 
competitors are eliminated through the changed environ- 
ment. To change this environment, however, there must 
be a close stand, there must be present the struggle for 
existence among the individual members of the stand. 
Through interior struggle among its own. members the 
stand secures resistance against invasion by other vege- 
tation. How mianifoldlyT broad and deep, then, is tle 
struggle for existence in the forest. 

When -we come now to natural selection nowhere else is 
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it expressed in such fullness and so strikingly as in thbe 
forest. The forest is a natural breeding place in which 
constantly only the trees best adapted to the climate and 
the situation are allowed to remain. In the forest only 
the conquerors in the struggle for existence are the ones 
which produce seed in abundance. During a seed year 
the dominant and co-domninant trees produce seed in large 
quantities; the intermediate trees, which may properly 
be called the candidates for suppression, participate but 
little, and then only in exceptionally good seed years, 
while the oppressed and suppressed do not bear seed at 
all. With what rigidity, then, must the natural selection 
g0o on in a forest, if we consider first what a small per- 
centage of trees in a stand of the same generation come to 
be conquerors in the struggle for existence; second, the 
great age reached by trees; third, the numerous o'enera- 
tions of trees that have succeeded each other in the same 
forest; and foulrth, the relatively limited capacity of tree 
seeds for dissemination. With each generation the for- 
est trees must become more and more delicately adjusted 
and adapted to the given conditions of growth. The newr 
generation inevitably arises from seed sown byl the best 
developed trees, from those w~,-hich have withstood the long 
and intense battle not only against iNature alone, but 
agailist iNature in the presence of competitors. Of this 
possibly only I per cent. or less will reach maturity anld 
be able to continue the species. No wonder, therefore. 
that in spite of search for new species all over the world 
so few forest trees have been successfully introduced into 
new countries and so little progress has been made with 
the artificial improvement of them. So perfect is the nat- 
ural selection in the forest, so fine is the adjustment be- 
tween the environment and the forest trees, that it is al- 
most impossible for man to approach it. I do not mean 
the introduction of trees for park purposes or breeding 
new varieties for some other purpose than timber; I have 
11 miicl only the establishnment of natural forests and the 
production of timber. 
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The natural selection forms also the basis of the for- 
ester's operation in selecting trees for seeding purposes, 
in making regeneration cuttings, in collecting seed for re- 
forestation and so on. 

These few facts are enough to show with what fullness 
and force the principles advanced by Darwin are ex- 
pressed in the forest. If agriculture furnished Darwin 
with many examples of artificial selection upon which lie 
built by analogy his principle of natural selection, the 
forest, of all plant formations, furnishes the most strik- 
ing examples and proof of the latter. As a mllcatte' of fact, 
f orestry as am art is nothing else but the cowtr olling and 
regulating of the straggle for existence for the practical 
ends of mean; forestry as a scieni),tce is niot/hing else but the 
study of the lawls which govern the struggle for existence. 

Is there anything strange, therefore, that it was a for- 
ester who first formulated the principles of natural se- 
lection? Is there anything strange, also, in the fact that 
it was also foresters who have laid the foundation for 
what has come to be known as ecology, which is the log- 
ical development of Darwinism?? Because of the fact 
that the forest is the highest expression of plant life, the 
foresters occupy the strategic position from which they 
command vistas accessible only with difficulty to other 
naturalists. In this lies the strength of forestry, its pe- 
culiar beauty, and the debt which science owes to it. 
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